
Intelligent Text Messaging to
Drive Revenue Growth 
Rally increases sales with AI-assisted,
human-powered, text messaging.

List Segmentation A/B Testing

Track link clicks and conversions with
message variations to maximize

engagement and revenue.

Full Managed

Rally ensures your customers stay happy by
monitoring and responding when appropriate. 

Customize messages to reach
customers with personalized offers.

Cut Through the Clutter with Rally

Avoid
the Inbox

Rally can increase your
engagement by over 300%

with fully managed campaigns
and customizable workflows. 

Personalized
Texting Campaigns

Use our API, add a CRM integration, or
manually upload your lists to create

highly targeted messages.

Keep Your
Customers Happy

Send bulk messages with confidence,
knowing each reply is monitored by humans,
backed by Ai to keep your reputation intact.

Our Features

https://get.rallycorp.com/rally-platform


(858)240-2250 contact@rallycorp.com Send RALLY to 24365 and follow the prompts.

Our Integration Partners

Starter CustomEssential

Plans & Options

Testimonials
“We leveraged Rally to significantly improve our customer retention and order frequency. We were finding
that our email results were getting worse and worse over time. Rally helped us to leverage SMS to create
an additional channel of communications to our customers.”

Brian W, VP Marketing Mercato

LET’S TALK LET’S TALKLET’S TALK

Ideal for companies who want to 
build lists of opt-in numbers with 
24-365 keywords

Keyword on 24/365

Ai/Sentiment Analysis

Lists with 1:1 or bulk reply

Unlimited inbound

1 Admin User

API Access

750 monthly credits 

Best for companies looking to 
augment their staff with the Rally 
Strategy and Support team

All Features +

Rally managed campaigns

Strategy & Coaching

Data analysis

5 Admin Users

Advanced Integrations

Scalable service options 

Better for those wanting to go 
beyond acquisition to drive 
customer engagement over time

Everything in Starter +

Paths & menus

Click-to-Call + Forwarding

Dedicated number(s)

3 Admin Users

Personalized campaigns

1,500 monthly credits 
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